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Abstract
We present a family of identities for integrals of square integrable functions. 
We also derive discrete analogues for square summable sequences.
In tro d u c tio n
Let ƒ € L2[0, oo) and assume that
x
Since x —¥ \  € L2 [l,oo) this assumption implies that
X
We shall show that for every r > 0 we have
r / poo
0 V i  t  J  j 0 \ x  J o
' m d t j  dx+ ^ J ™ M d t + ^ = j j ( t ) d t )  (i)
and
f  ( f  <2)
For the discrete analogue we consider sequences 0 1 , 0 2 , ■ ■ ■ € I2- We define A0 = 0,
k oo
Ak =  an (k = 1,2, . . . )  and au = (Note that au exists; both sequences
n = 1 n = k
ai ,a2 , . . .  a n d l , | , | , . . .  belong to I2.)
We shall prove for every k
n = 1 n = 1
and
(X) (X)
E ' 1» E n(n+i y An- W
n = 1 n = 1
i
P relim inaries
For the proofs of these identities we shall make use of some general results for inte­
grable functions. In this section we state and prove these auxiliary results.
Lemma 1 Let ƒ 2 be integrable on [0,1]; then
lim 4 = [  f (t )dt = 0 .
(40 a Jq
Proof: | /0“ f ( t )dtY  < Jq dt / 0° | / 2( í) |d í = a / 0° | / 2(i)|d i, and the assertion follows 
immediately.
Lemma 2 Let ƒ € L2, let a\, a^, ■ ■ ■ £ I2- Then we have
f i t )
and its discrete analogue
lim s / t  ------------d t  = 0 ,T—S-OO /_ t
lim Vk Y '  — = 0 .k-ioo é Tí
n = k
Proof: The first assertion follows from
m
the second follows from
OO
n
n = k
E l  v  -V . *2 -L v  'v
^ 2  ' E  la»|J ^ E
n = k  n = k n = k
Lemma 3 Let ƒ € L2, let ai ,ü2 ,- . . G l 2. Then vie have
lim - 5= í f (t )dt  = 0 ,
• y/T J0T—ÏOO
and its discrete analogue
lim —)= Y  an = 0 .1 *
k—ÏOC w ,,v n = 1
Proof: Let e > 0 be given; choose b so large that
f°° , , 1 
J  \ f ( t ) \ d t < - £ 2.
2
For t > b we have
dt< ƒ  \f(t)\dt+j^ \f(t)\dt < ƒ  I ƒ (i)| dt+^J J^ dt- £  \ f ( t ) \
< j  \ f( t ) \dt+' /r—b - ^ ~ J  | ƒ2 (i)| dt < j  \ f  ( t) \dt+^£\ fr—b
and the first assertion follows. The proof of the second assertion is completely analo­
gous.
Lemma 4 Let I  be either [0,1] or [0, o o ) .  The functions f  G L2(I) such that x —¥ 
G ¿ 1(/) form a dense subset of L2(I).
Proof: Let ƒ G L2(I) and let fk = ^ 1-1 [0 ijj ƒ. Then fk G L2(I) and ^fk(x)  G 
L ^ I )  and \ \ f - fk \ \ l  = ƒ„* |f (x ) \2dx -+ 0 .
Lemma 5 Let f , g €  L2 [0, oo). Then vie have
lim [ d^t ■ [ f(t)dt = 0.a->oo Ja t J0
Proof: We have
9>t)-dt < \[D^‘- \[T
Therefore
f (t )dt
and the assertion follows from lemma 3.
H istorical rem arks
The identities (1), (2) and (3), (4) are inspired by classical inequalities proved by­
Hardy in the beginning of the 20th century (and refined by Landau) ([2], page 239). 
In order to obtain an appropriate setting for our identities we include simple proofs 
for (generalisations of) Hardy-Landau’s inequality.
Theorem  1 Let ƒ G L2[0,oo) and let
f (x ) = -  r f(t)dt.
X J o
Then F  G L2 [0,oo) and \ \F-f\ \  = ||/||.
In particular vie have ||F || < 2|| ƒ ||.
3
P roof: Assume first that ƒ is real valued. From
dx
we see that for every a > 0
(x F 2(x)) =  2f ( x ) F ( x ) - F 2(x)
1 ' ' f (t )dt
p a  p a
2 / f (x )F(x)dx— /  F 2(x)dx =
Jo  Jo
and by an application of lemma 1
2 J  f (x )F(x )dx—J  F 2( x ) d x = - ^ J  . (5)
Consequently
F 2(x) < 2 f  f (x)F(x)dx  
Jo10
and by Schwarz’s inequality
^  F 2(x)dx < 2 ^ J f 2(x ) d x - ]j j ^  F 2(x)dx,
i.e.
pa pa
/ F 2(x)dx < 4 /  f 2(x)dx (6)
Jo  Jo
This shows that F  € L2[0,oo) (and that ||F || < 2[|ƒ ||). Therefore we can let a tend 
to infinity in (5) and we obtain from lemma 3:
POO POO
2 /  f ( x ) F( x ) dx -  /  F 2(x)dx =  0,
Jo  Jo
i.e.
POO POO
/  (F(x)- f  (x))2 dx = /  f 2(x)dx. (7)
Jo  Jo
Thus we have \\F~f\\ = ll/ll-
In the general case where we do not assume ƒ to be real valued, we apply (6) and (7) 
to
Re ƒ as well as to Im ƒ and add the results.
Theorem  2 Let 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , . . .  G I2 and let A k = an (k = 1,2, . . . ) .  Then
n = l
A u \ A 2, l A z , . . . £ l \
Y .  •> I-'»I — I E  k — 1,2,..
n =  1 n = 1
and,
n =  1
E  ~ A ^ n  < J 2
n = 1
Proof: Assume first that all the numbers 0 1 , 02, 03, . . .  are real. For every n G 
{2 , 3 ,4 , . . . }  we have
1
—A n ) — A nan — ( —A n ) — A n(An—A n- i )  —
(1 —2n) ( — +2(n—1) — A n---- - A n—\ <
\ n  } n n —1
1
n—1
■An —1
and for n =  1 we have 
This shows that
.I2 —2.11111 =  — A?
n=l
i.e.
n = l n = 1
(8 )
and by Schwarz’s inequality
E <
n =  1
SO
fc /  x 2  kE(V4«) 4^Ea»-
n =  1 n =  1
(9)
5
This shows that . 11 . .  1-j. . 1:»____G I 2 .
Thus we can rewrite (8) and send k to infinity. We obtain
n = 1 n = l
In the general case where we do not assume that the numbers 0 1 , 0.2, 0-3 , . .  
we apply (9) and (10) to Re an and Im an and add the results.
(1 0 ) 
. are real,
T he id en tity  for functions
Let ƒ G L2{0 ,00) and assume that
X
then we have for every r  > 0
r / poo
^ d t )  d x =  [  ( ­
0 \Jx t )  Jo \ x JO
Proof: Integration by parts shows that
dx+ (V J ^^ -d t+-^= j f (t )dt
T /  pOO
0 \ J  x
7 « dt) dx = * I , M d t +21 x.M(rmJt]JXx  V J ,v t
jm <Ity+2£i(xij~mdtJx.
Another integration by parts leads to
r, rm* I +2 f (t )dt  j  ^Y~dt + 2  [  [  f ( t )dt-  ^ - d x  =
0 Jo Jo x
“ M Ä y + 2 r / ( t ) Ä r M ^ r i i L ( 1 f m ]  dx.
t 0 t  J0 x  d x  \ J Q
Thus we have
r I I J- ^ d t )  + 2  j  f ( t )dt  j  ^ f - d t + J  I f ( t )dt  ) - ^  ( /  f (t )dt7 W .t
dx=
Tl r i f d ty +2f*mdtf"lfd,+f’l  Ì ( I ’fm) *  =
rl r mdt\ +2 rfWdt r mJt+ f (t )dt
6
Lemma 1 implies that the third term gives no contribution at 0, so we are left with
-dt I + 2
t 1 Jo
1Jrdt+7?l mdt
Lemma 2 and 3 show that lim of this expression equals zero, hence
(X) /  PO O
0 \ J  x
f i t ) dt = f( t)dt  I dx.
If we apply the identities to Re ƒ and to Im ƒ and add them, we obtain
f i t ) dt dx = f(t )dt dx • mA+±r
JO
f (t )dt
(1)
and
f i t ) dt dx = ~ f i t )dt dx. (12)
Application of (1) to ƒ • lr0 n with 0 < r  < 1 and taking lim leads toi i j T_j,1
1 / rl ¿t4.\ \ 2 rl /i r'x \ 2 / rl ' 2f i t )t d t j  dx = J  f i t )d t j  d x + \ ^ j  f (t )dt
and in a similar way as before to
f i t ) dt dx = fit )dt dx • f i t )dt
Exam ple
Let a > 0 and let
Then the identity (2) leads to the well-known but nevertheless charming result
7
The discrete analogues (3) and (4) of (1) and (2) are a bit more delicate. We have to 
replace integration by parts, with Abel’s partial summation formula:
m  m —1
^  ^ — B mcm +  ^  ^ Bfe (cfc—Cfc+i),
k=i  k=i
k
where B k = ^  bn k = 1 , 2 , __
n = l
k
Let «1 , 02, 03 , . . .  € I2. Define Aj. = ^  an k = 1,2, . . .  and
n = l
T he iden tity  for sequences
E Otn
--- •
nn = k
Then we have for every k
k
^ n ( n +  1 ) “ " ' VV' ^ K ' Vk
n = 1 n = 1
Proof: A first application of Abel’s partial summation formula leads to
k k — 1 k — 1
^ < 4  =  ka \  +  (a 2n - a 2n + 1) = k a 2k + ^ n  ( a n - a n+i)  ( a n+ a n+i)  =
n = 1 n = 1 n = 1 
k - 1
ka l  +  + a »+l) •
n=  1
A second application leads to
k - 2
kal + Ak- 1 (oik- 1 + ai;) + • 1» («ra + Q!n+1 — an+1 — ^„+2) —
7 7 , - 1
* 4  +  -4.-1 ( 2a fc + =
x y n = 1 x y
k - 2
ka\  + 2akAk-i  + (An + .¡4n_i) — =
» = 1  n
fc-2 j
+ 2a.kAk—\ + +  A n- 1) (^ 4n — An_i) =
1 ^n=l
k—2
ka l  +  I ~  y .  (^n -  ^ra-l) •'n
n = l
8
Thus we have 
k k - 1
E n(n + i ) '4» fc«fc+2afc^fc- 1 + E ( n+1j4n n A
n =  1 n = 1 n=l
If we take lim we obtain
k—ico
ka i+ 2akAk.
CO CO£ = £
Ì .4 L , = ( v W ^ . 4 fc —1
(3)
1
n = 1 n = 1
In the by now familiar way we obtain 
k k -1
n(n + 1 ) A . (4)
E , ,2 1 j * ,2\otn\ = 2 _ ^ ~  TT L4„
n=l n = 1 n(n + 1 )
and
(X) OO -
E , 12 v—' I i a \2\an\ = 2 _ ^ — — \Ar.
n=  1 n=  1
n(n + 1 )
(13)
(14)
G enera ting  functions
Let a i ,  a 2 , a 3 , . . .  G I2, let A k = ^  an, and a k = • We have shown in Theorem
n = 1 n = k
2 that A lt ^ A 2, l A s , . . .  G I2, and it is a consequence of the previous section that 
« i , « 2, « 3 , • • • G t . We shall present expressions for the generating functions of these 
sequences. Denote
CLrt.Zn  — 1
n = 1
n  — 1
and
From
~ n  —  1
we deduce that
,4W =  £ - 4
n=  1
CO
a{z) = Y n „ r
n = l
c
(zA(z))' = ^  A nz
n = l
(1—z) (zA(z))' = a(z
n —1
9
1 f z a(w)
hence
A(z> =  i  ƒ
z Jo 1 -  w
dw.
Since «1 , 02, 03 , . . .  G I2 and 1, ^, | , . . .  G I2, we have cti, | a 2, |ct3 , . . .  G I1; therefore 
by Abel’s theorem
00 an r 2a i =  lim ^  — z” =  lim a(w)dw
n o n  —  t a n g e n t i a l  1  ^  Z ^ r l  J q
which we denote as / J  a(w)dw. Starting from
(X)
a(z) =  '
7 7 , - 1
we see that
°°^  0
(1 —z)a(z) =  « i — n~ z” - 1  =  cti — a(w)dw = a(w)dw,
n= 2
i.e.
1 f 1
a( z ) = ------  a(w)dw.
A pplication
Define the Cesaro operator T on L2{0, oo) by
Tf(x)=i rx Jo
As a consequence of theorem 1 we see that T  is continuous, and that ||T|| < 2. For 
every g G L2[0,oo) such that
X
we have
pO O  1 p X  _________
(ƒ, T*g) = (T f , g) = -  f ( t )dt  ■ g(x)dx =
Jo x Jo
(by partial integration, and an application of lemma 5)
J ™  9- ^ d t  • J *  f ( t )dt  + J ™  f (x)  £ ° °  ^ d t  dx = ( j ,  J ™  9- ^ d t  
Therefore we have
T*g(x) = J ° °  9- ^ d t .
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It follows from (12) that for every ƒ £ £ 2[0, oo) such that x  g L 1 (0,1] we have
\\Tf\\ = \\T*f\\.
Since this collection of functions is dense in L2 we have for all ƒ € L2 this equality, 
i.e. T is a normal operator.
A pplication
As a corollary of (14) we mention the following result that was proved in [1],
The Cesàro operator on I2 has a positive commutator.
Proof: The Cesàro operator T on I2 is defined by
T(a1 ,a2 ,a3, . . . ) =  [ a u 1- A 2, 1- A z ,.
A simple computation shows that its adjoint T* satisfies
T*(a1,a2,ad, . . . )  =  ( a i , a 2,a 3 , • • • )•
It follows from (14) that
(X) CX) w (X) w
i r ( a i , 0 2 , r  D '* » ! 1’ E Al  < E ^ i - 4 »i2 =  • • • :
n =  1 n = 1 n =  1
We thus have
(:TT*a,a) < {T*Ta,a)
where a = a\ , a2, a3, . . .  i.e.
((T *T -T T *)a,a) > 0 ,
so T*T  — TT* is positive.
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